If you are not able to print this size guide, it is possible to use any other material or object that can wrap around your wrist. Simply use it to find the right tightness, then measure its length in centimetres to find your wristband size.

PLEASE RESPECT THE A4 FORMAT when printing this document. Make sure that the document is not scaled (printed at 100% true size).

PRINT THIS DOCUMENT AT 100% SCALE and cut out the small ruler on the right side.

PLACE THE IMAGE OF THE WATCH DIAL ON THE OUTSIDE OF YOUR WRIST then wrap the ruler around your wrist, emulating how tight you want your watch to be.

Once the ruler is in the right position, take note of the number next to the red line: THIS IS THE SIZE OF WRISTBAND THAT YOU SHOULD CHOOSE.

SCAN THE QR CODE to discover the complete Tudor Collection.